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C     ,  reading

of our moment in history. A finger to the cultural and political winds
would seem to indicate strong backward gusts, in the direction of spacetimes previously passed through. We’re thinking of paranoid security
regimes, military occupations, bombed and bulldozed civilians, and
nuclear “deterrence” strategies. e escalation of anti-immigration and
-asylum arguments and the stoking of fears about internal enemies. We
read that the .. Department of Health is trying to block the World Health
Organization from including abortion pills on its list of basic, essential
drugs. Meanwhile, our women’s bookstores have closed, the cinema is all
lacquered hair, pointy bras, and pearls, and Nigella Lawson sells us a vision
of the apron-clad, floury-fingered “domestic goddess” on .
As numerous cultural critics have observed, the effects of the global
restructuring of capitalism have been managed in the West in the past
few decades through the collapse of ideological debate into a discourse
that recognizes only economic pragmatism and moral differentiations
between levels of commitment to putatively shared community values. At
times it seems that “the whole world” (in other words, educated middleclass Anglo-America) has traded in ideology for affect—has taken to
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reading celebrity biographies and watching makeover and lifestyle television. What to make of this historical confluence of neoconservatism and
postfeminism? Has feminism been taking a breather—a pause for critical
self-examination, for regrouping, for irony and ambivalence—just at the
moment when a wider revolution in social values and interests is being
accomplished? Is this breather just badly timed, or is it a product of the
wider developments that it is observing?
ere is a palpable sense that Anglo-American academic feminism has
reached a point of critical and political exhaustion, generated in part by
internal conflicts about the founding assumptions of a knowledge project
conceived in the heyday of s resistance movements. For many feminist
critics, this sense of exhaustion has resolved itself into a language and
politics of “fear”: variously, of difference, theory, or third wavers’ supposed
indifference to the political and legal gains of the second wave. For others,
the anxiety is rather that academic feminism is still too deeply mired in
an uncritical commitment to the false coherency of the category woman,
despite decades of feminist critique of identity categories as “fictitious
unities” (Riley quoted in Scott ). In the face of what is regarded as a kind
of intellectual paralysis within academic feminism, together with regular
media announcements that feminism has outlived its usefulness since
women are now free to self-actualize through their paid labour outside
the home, one might well throw up one’s hands and ask, What are we
supposed to do now?
e question posed for this reader’s forum is of course open to multiple
interpretations. e collective subject—“we”—seems almost a provocation: if feminism has taught us anything it is that one must try to speak
in the language of particularity and individual experience. But the term
“supposed” is also an interesting choice, for it seems at first glance merely
to be asking what “should” we be doing now that feminism has been
pronounced dead on arrival? Read in this sense, the question hearkens
to a traditional idea of feminism’s ethical and political responsibilities,
its activist roots, and one might well respond that what “we need” is a
new mission statement. Another way to hear the question, though, is as a
question about what “people,” including ourselves, suppose us to be doing
now. What does feminism’s public and academic face look like in a socially
conservative, heavily militarized political climate, and in the corporate
academy? However the question is read, its affective connotations are
unease, anxiety, and a fear for the future.
As Robyn Wiegman demonstrates in “Feminism’s Apocalyptic Futures,”
the language of fear supports a range of “apocalyptic” narratives within
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feminism that announce its untimely death, with theory, difference, and
the third wave often held responsible for its demise. According to Wiegman, “the apocalyptic narrative requires the witness’s noble sense of loss
and her predictive power to know not simply what made feminism ‘right’
but what has undermined feminism’s rightful political time.… [ese narratives] contain the risk that academic feminism might construct a knowledge project that cannot be made coherent with the political demands of
identity struggle in any range of national and transnational public spheres”
(, ). In other words, such narratives avoid confronting the possibility
that feminism may not remain identical to itself over time, the possibility that rather than being a sign of its failure in the present, feminism’s
non-identity along a temporal axis might be a measure of its success. By
focusing on feminism in the present as “failed,” “exhausted,” or “obsolete,”
then, we refuse to recognize that women’s political needs of the present
and future may not resemble or even coincide with those of the second
wave, which defined itself largely through the construction and deployment of an activist female subjectivity.
Published in , Wiegman’s cogent critique of the language of
fear and the apocalyptic continues to resonate even more loudly as we
relive the moment of / through its effects. Whether or not feminism’s
appropriation of the apocalyptic is a form of its own misrecognition, the
apocalyptic has perhaps never appeared more apt as an explanatory metaphor in all kinds of registers and locations, not only within feminism. In a
political landscape characterized by a politics of fear and the supremacy
of security regimes, which transform us all into women and children
in need of masculine protection (see Young quoted in Scott ), are we
experiencing a grand regression from feminism to femininity, led by the
Nigella Lawsons of the world? Is the nesting instinct another name for
the survival instinct? e infantilizing tendency of current discourses of
national security seems to overlap in troubling ways with a certain return,
or revival (not to say celebration), of domesticity in that grey zone between
women’s culture and feminist culture. But as alluringly simple as such a
melancholy reading of our moment in terms of a grand regression from
feminism to femininity might be, there are good reasons to step back from
it. As Meaghan Morris reminds us, critiques of the sentimentalization
of culture and politics have a way of seizing the private/public boundary
as the “vanishing locus of an apocalyptic event” which is the blurring of
the boundary that used to distinguish “‘ideological’ Public Man from his
disenfranchised, ‘sentimentological’ others” (). Feminist historicization
has taught us that this boundary is, rather, a shifting and contested dividing
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line and that our own experience of everyday contradictions and disjunctions can serve as documentation of that instability. We may as well admit
it: we love Nigella, and we want to claim that there is something lucid and
historically specific about our pleasure in the play between feminist and
housewife that she stages in cookbooks like How to Be a Domestic Goddess
() and shows such as Nigella Bites.
is claim involves an understanding of the “post” in postfeminism
as an index of the way in which the semiotic shifts accomplished by
second-wave feminism are absorbed and carried forward unpredictably. Nigella’s construction of the housewife and cook does not match
the construction of s feminism, but it is the definite “product of a
historical period informed by feminism,” and so its potential meanings are
necessarily informed by popularized s feminist sociological accounts
of women’s relation to cooking as a duty (Hollows ). As Joanne Hollows points out, the Nigella construction responds to the s critique
by offering a different set of assumptions that do not so much counter or
negate the second-wave argument, as explore the other possibilities it may
have opened up: the idea that cooking should be pleasurable for the cook
herself and should start from her own desire to eat (). e Nigella version of the “domestic goddess”—lazy, learned, voluptuous, desiring, and,
above all, involved in an intensive care of the self—is a fantasy position, a
“form of ‘imagining’” that addresses women’s ever-problematic relation to
the category of the individual by inviting women to explore what it would
feel like to have access to “calculated hedonism,” “what it would feel like to
be in control” (). What is postfeminist about this particular incarnation
of that fantasy of self-mastery, then, is the way that it mobilizes the figure
of the domestic woman (of all things) as a vehicle. It is the second-wave
critique of domesticity that puts this vehicle at our disposal.
As Nigella reminds her readers, the “domestic goddess” is offered as
a fantasy, not a model: it does not in fact require that we “get ourselves
up in Little Lady drag and … renounce the world and enter into a life of
domestic drudgery” (Lawson quoted in Hollows ). e recuperation
of domesticity functions in part as a critique of the everyday imperatives
of postindustrial capitalism. Some middle-class women’s embrace of the
domestic arts and home comforts—disturbing for certain feminist critics—can be read as a sign of resistance to a First World job economy that
unevenly accommodates or tolerates the material and emotional needs of
women and families (see Hochschild; Ehrenreich and Hochschild). Debbie Stoller, editor of the popular feminist Bust Magazine, voices this type
of resistance in a  editorial: “You’d figure that today, freed from the
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constraints of the home, we modern gals would have no problem reaching
our full human capacities. But after years of working  to  schedules …
eating takeout for breakfast, lunch, and dinner … and lying alone in our
queen-sized beds at night—many of us are afraid to ask even ourselves
[Betty Friedan’s silent question in e Feminine Mystique]: ‘Is this all?’”
(). What Stoller and, implicitly, Nigella Lawson seem to question is
the equation of women’s liberation with late global capital’s demand for
worker-consumers who are free of the messy, inconvenient needs of the
body, children, and the home. Indeed, Joanne Hollows’s interest in the
fantasmatic nature of the position performed by Nigella has to do with its
relevance to the problem of time scarcity for the working woman. In this
context, observes Hollows, the deliciously “excessive expenditure of time
on baking a loaf ” refers to a non-instrumental experience of time out of
step with (and counterpoised to) the drain of scheduled time ().
If the Nigella phenomenon poses an appeal for women who identify
in some way with feminism, mass market texts with a stated feminist
mandate have also begun to embrace the new domesticity. In  Bust
Magazine devoted an entire issue—“Home Girls”—to the “rediscovery”
of the joy of cooking, cleaning, and crafting. Featured were articles with
such titles as “A Broom of One’s Own” and “e Bad Girl’s Guide to Good
Housekeeping.” Casting her experience as a “liberating journey from Betty
Friedan to Betty Crocker,” one contributor, Jean Railla, discusses the lack
of economic and cultural capital that has historically been awarded to
women’s domestic labour (). Because it is unpaid and undervalued by
the culture at large (and by feminism), making a home will not be “compensated in any other way than a thank you” (). Railla calls on feminists
to take the lead in respecting both the creativity and the “damn hard work”
of running a household and raising children ().
Yet even as we recognize that the new domesticity may be a strategy
of resistance, we are aware of the contradiction: that this struggle often
takes the consumerist form of buying cookbooks, magazines, and nifty
kitchen gadgets—and that the defence of this subject position (even when
it is only occupied in fantasy) occurs in the ambivalent language of choice.
At what point does this feminist watchword, coming out of the secondwave’s strategic softening of the language of rights in relation to abortion,
simply conflate with the idea of “purchasing power” (Wood )? What
does it mean that we find ourselves “free to choose” this subject position
within part of a larger framework of “compulsory individuality” in which
what is not negotiable is the imperative to relate to ourselves as projects
of authenticity (Cronin )?
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A woman’s right to choose was a central preoccupation of Sex and the
City, perhaps best evidenced by the episode entitled “A Woman’s Right
to Shoes.” e shifting fortunes of neodomesticity and consumer culture
are played out in this episode where Carrie comes up against a married
friend’s self-righteous judgement of her single “lifestyle.” When the friend,
Kyra, balks at the suggestion that she should cough up  to replace the
pair of Manolo Blahniks Carrie has lost at Kyra’s baby shower, the episode
seems to pit the morality of married family life against Carrie’s unfettered
consumerist singledom. e resolution, however, has Carrie adding up the
thousands she has spent on Kyra’s domestic cash grabs—on engagement,
wedding, and baby gifts—and triumphantly registering at Manolo Blahnik
for the lost pair of shoes. With Carrie’s reckoning, the connection between
domestic and consumer cultures which Kyra has denied is restored and
moral righteousness is removed from the equation. And who can forget
Sex and the City’s Charlotte York, defending her decision to quit her job
to become a Stepford wife: “I choose my choice! I choose my choice!”
Charlotte uses the feminist language of choice to trump a critique of her
retreat into the domestic. It is that one chooses, she implies, not what one
chooses. e problem that Charlotte’s defence raises, though, is signalled
by the overkill of the word “choice” in her assertion: for “choice” to work
as both verb and object bespeaks a certain emptying out of meaningful
content.
Not everyone is comfortable with neodomestic feminism, including those who recognize the historical dismissal of women’s work in
the home. In a  issue of Bitch Magazine (one of Bust’s main competitors), contributor Justine Sharrock criticizes the commodification of
feminist domesticity and girl culture, characterizing it as a “retreat” from
feminists’ attempts to disarticulate gender and household labour. In the
transformation of the housewife from unsexy drudge to knowing “icon
of empowered glamour,” companies sell women the accoutrements they
will require to perform a “new” identity, underscoring the situatedness of
the new domesticity within privileged middle- and upper-class culture
(Sharrock ). Furthermore, the issue of choice is for Sharrock a red herring, since research demonstrates that women continue to take on the
majority of household chores. According to Sharrock, “it takes a feminist
to realize that domestic chores are important, but even more of a feminist
to realize that the commodification of these acts as a way to participate in
girl culture is a deeply flawed strategy” ().
Our aim here is not to side with either of these responses to the
resurgence of interest in homemaking (We’re choosing not to choose!)
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but, rather, to register the sense of ongoing debate about the issue in both
popular and academic feminist contexts. What is clear is that neodomesticity cannot simply be regarded as a conspiracy to reconsign women to
the home. We would argue that something else is going on in this apparent
regression to femininity, this revival of feminism’s “cake-making other”
(Hollows ), something that has to do with the history and temporality
of feminism itself: a history that moves discontinuously, in fits and starts,
and a temporal orientation that, as Meaghan Morris argues, is sceptical of
grand myths of progress and decline. ese features have made feminism
“at once resilient in surviving its failed experiments and resistant to modes
of argument that base their claims on necessity” (Morris xv). Feminist time,
Morris suggests, is not about Enduring Knowledge or lost heritages but
rather eventfulness (recognition of surprising, singular, accidental emergences) and practical interventions (“creating effective ways of action in
the present”) (xx). And so it’s only from the point of view of apocalyptic
theories of history that feminism could be said to have melted down into
the indistinguishable mushiness of some uncritical mass culture immersed
in affect.
Our focus on the discourse of domesticity is no accident. Currently
feminism’s privileged sign of apocalyptic decline, neodomesticity serves
as the locus of much handwringing about the demise of feminist struggle
in the early twenty-first century. e idea that women today might
return to the very home that our foremothers worked so hard to spring
us from appears, to some, an unmitigated betrayal. From the perspective
of apocalyptic theories of feminist history, domesticity functions as the
always reliable index of women’s oppression. Yet an apocalyptic reading
of neodomesticity obscures the particularity of its current instantiation
and precludes the possibility, moreover, of continuing to use feminism as
a tool for a broader global critique, even if the work of feminism is sometimes done today under different names. As Joan Wallach Scott has argued,
women “need not be the explicit object of debate for us to deploy our
analytics of power to useful effect” (). What she calls the “reverberations”
of feminist thought—feminism’s own sometimes painful lessons about
multiple axes of difference and the mutability of categorizations which are
the effects of power relations—offer indispensable tools for critiquing the
current “manichaean script” of international politics ().
To historicize domesticity, then, underscores both its contingency
and its instability. Such historicizing unsettles the idea that feminism
has failed because some women are icing cupcakes, while emphasizing
the incommensurability of the domestic in different historical moments.
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Domesticity in the twenty-first century isn’t new but neither is it identical
to its past iterations. Recognizing the historical contingency of domesticity, as well as that of feminism, the female subject, and the rhetoric of
choice, offers a way of contesting an ahistoricized present (epitomized
by the apocalyptic). If one is committed to an idea of feminist time—a
time, as Morris has suggested, that is measured in terms different from
those offered by grand myths of cultural progress and decline—then one
is similarly committed to the idea that domesticity can’t be taken as the
invariable sign of all things regressive. It’s when one subscribes to grand
narratives of progress and decline that the return of domesticity must
always be a bad sign for feminism.
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